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acute myelogenous leukaemia were treated with irradiation or
alkylating agents. Melphalan was used in nearly all patients.
The cause of the increased incidence is therefore uncertain.
It seems unlikely that the development of this disease repre-
sents a natural evolution from myelomatosis, as in the case
of the myeloproliferative diseases, since different cell lines
are involved.

Patients with myelomatosis usually have a severely reduced
capacity to synthesize antibodies, and their capacity to make
an immunity response may well be impaired, this defect
leading to an increased incidence of malignant disease. The
effect may be compounded by treatment with cytotoxic drugs
and x rays. The use of irradiation is known to be attended by
an increased incidence of this form of acute leukaemia, and
the prolonged use of cytotoxic immunosuppressive drugs in
renal homotransplantation is accompanied by an increased
risk of malignant disease, particularly of the lymphoreticular
system.
The possibility remains that the increased incidence of

acute myelogenous leukaemia is largely due to the prolonged
use of the alkylating agent melphalan, though it is likely that
immunosuppression, irradiation, and cytotoxic drugs all play
their part in the process. This complication is serious enough
to be considered before treatment with a cytotoxic drug is
instituted for non-malignant conditions.
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A Surgeon's Reflections
It is no disparagement of the extraordinary advances in surgery
during the last 50 years to say that blood transfusion and
improvements in anaesthesia helped greatly to make them
possible. The first used to be a major enterprise, with all the
relatives lined up for matching of the blood groups, as Sir
Charles Illingworth records in his recently published Rock
Carling Fellowship lecture'. A beaker, a glass funnel, some
rubber tubing, and a few needles were boiled up-and the
risk of hepatitis was negligible. In drawing on a professional
experience that has covered about that span of time Sir
Charles recalls the time when "the operation team was
grouped as for a drama." In the limelight at the converging
point of interest was the surgeon, dominant and incisive,
while attendants stood around like a Greek chorus. Today he
is apt to be almost lost in a crowd of technicians with their
complicated equipment monitoring the patient's vital processes;
and the anaesthetist, "no longer much concerned with the
simple task of keeping his patient asleep," is in control of
elaborate apparatus to keep him alive.
That surgeons can offer enormously more comfort and relief

to humanity than they could 50 years ago is undoubted. But
like practitioners in other branches of medicine they are now
having to make painful decisions on whether it is really in the
patient's best interest to be treated at all, and if so how. In
one way there is nothing new in this, for "inoperable" cases
have always been recognized. Now, however, the old jibe that

the operation was successful but the patient died is becoming
outmoded. In its place we see what can be the sadder conclu-
sion that the operation was successful and the patient lived-
a life of painful and restricted invalidism. With different
overtones this problem faces the surgeon in charge of a baby
with a severe defect of the central nervous system,2 a young
adult reduced by a road accident to "a pithed heart-lung
preparation," and an elderly victim of a progressive disease.
In such circumstances, says Sir Charles, the humane surgeon
watching his patient suffer may be tempted to let the natural
process of decay proceed to its appointed end and even to
hasten it, while the one who believes that by divine decree the
ultimate spark of life must be preserved will take the opposite
view. All would agree with Sir Charles that these decisions
must remain a matter for the individual conscience. How they
are taken for each patient may be what distinguishes the gieat
surgeon from his colleagues.
The preparation of young people for what can be one of the

most arduous ways of earning a living still suffers from too
much trivial clerking just at a time when they should be
devoting themselves to laying a foundation in the craft.
Obviously nobody can escape the routine chores that accom-
pany almost any occupation, and the cry sometimes heard to be
given more time to work "creatively" is apt to come mainly
from people who have little capacity to "create," for those who
have it make the time. But if housemen are engaged on two
hours of secretarial duties a day and another hour on taking
blood samples for laboratory estimations, as Sir Charles says
does happen, they can only have too little time for the real
business of learning their profession. And in this respect it is
the old-established teaching hospitals, he says, which are the
worst offenders. The Goodenough Committee, whose report
led to the institution of a pre-registration year, and the Royal
Commission, which again emphasized the overriding im-
portance of educational opportunities after graduation, have
come and gone and left some sort of a mark in their transit,
yet nobody can feel happy that enough is being done to enable
professional people, especially the young, to equip themselves
for such a swiftly and continually changing occupation as the
practice of medicine has become in the last 20 years and will
certainly be in the next 20.
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Pharmacological Control of
Upper Gastrointestinal
Bleeding
Acute upper gastrointestinal bleeding is still a common cause
of admission to hospital, and during the last 20 years the
mortality rate from the condition seems to have fallen little, if
at all, hovering obstinately around 10%. Thus an overall
mortality of 8-9% was found in a recent review of experience
in Oxford,' and in comparing the results obtained in three
successive quinquennia the only major improvement noted
was that fewer men were dying with gastric ulcers. This
general lack of improvement is depressing, especially since the
proportions of patients with haematemesis and melaena who
were over 60 years of age had not risen with time, and it is the
elderly who form the bad risk group.
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